
 

WQED-TV Pittsburgh Quarterly Programs Report: 4th Quarter 2022  

(October 1, 2022 through December 31, 2022) 
  

WQED-TV has addressed the following major concerns of the communities within the station’s service 

for the period of October 1, 2022 through December 31, 2022: 

 

AGING 
 

Series Title:    Caregivers for Our Aging Population 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         10/10/2022     7:30:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 

Format:          Documentary 

 

The number of seniors is rising sharply. But the number of family members who can provide care for these 

older adults lags significantly. Is the medical community prepared for the explosive growth in the number 

of elderly patients? Pennsylvania has passed the CARE Act to address challenges faced by caregivers. But 

will families ultimately get the support and education they need? This program focuses on caregivers who 

balance love and obligation - with stress, financial woes and other concerns. 

 

AGRICULTURE 

 
Series Title:   The Growing Field: Future Jobs In Agriculture 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         10/20/2022       8:00:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 

Format:          Documentary 

      

Well over half of Pennsylvania's economy is related to or dependent on agriculture. Agriculture has long 

been the work of farmers growing crops or raising animals, but technology has opened exciting new career 

pathways. Plant-watering robots, soilless horticulture, and agriculture-related fields including innovative 

food production and forest conservation are just a few examples. Meantime, skilled workers in more 

traditional jobs like tractor mechanics and farm equipment sales are still very much in demand. This 30-

minute documentary explores possible careers related to agriculture. Viewers will visit an automated dairy 

farm in rural Washington County, a busy urban greenhouse in Pittsburgh, a robotic peach orchard near 

Gettysburg, but also learn that the trending jobs are not always down on the farm. 

 

ARTS 
 

Series Title:   Tree of Life: A Concert for Peace and Unity 

Length:          90 minutes 

Airdate:         10/30/2022       1:30:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 

Format:          Documentary 

      

The Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra performs a concert in remembrance of Pittsburgh’s Tree of Life 

Synagogue tragedy. This expanded version for WQED viewers includes additional music selections and 



readings from the November 27, 2018 concert not seen in the 60-minute PBS version. Music Director: 

Manfred Honeck, Featured Performers: Itzhak Perlman, Michael Rusinek, Mendelssohn Choir of 

Pittsburgh. Filmed at Heinz Hall. Music selections and composers are listed below. Cantus in Memory of 

Benjamin Britten; Arvo Pärt “Kaddish” from Deux Mélodies Hébraïques for Clarinet and String Orchestra 

Maurice Ravel (arr. Tognetti); “Largo” from Symphony No. 5 in D minor, Opus 47 Dmitri Shostakovich 

Eli, Eli (“My God, My God”), A Walk to Caesarea David Zehavi (arr. Pigovat) Larghetto for Orchestra, 

James MacMillan “Lift Thine Eyes to the Mountains” from Elijah Felix Mendelssohn Ein Deutsches 

Requiem (A German Requiem), Opus 45 IV. Wie lieblich sind deine Wohnungen, Johannes Brahms “Three 

Pieces” from Schindler’s List for Violin and Orchestra Remembrances, Jewish Town Krakow Ghetto 1941, 

Theme John Williams “Nimrod” from Variations on an Original Theme, “Enigma,” Opus 36 Edward Elgar.  

 

 

Series Title:   WQED Holiday Sessions 2022 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         12/22/2022       8:00:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 

Format:          Documentary 

      

A follow-up to WQED Holiday Sessions 2020, the program features a new line-up of Pittsburgh area 

musicians performing holiday favorites at various venues and recording studios in Pittsburgh, PA, and 

Youngstown, OH. This is a special televised edition of WQED’s popular digital music series. Featured 

artists and songs as of November 21, 2022: Blind Colours (Rock) “Sarajevo (Carol of the Bells)”; Byron 

Nash & Jacquea Mae of NASH.V.ILL (Rock/Soul) "This Christmas"; Chantal Braziel (Classical Soprano) 

“Ave Maria”; Chip and the Charge Ups (Power-Pop/Punk) “Black and Gold Christmas”; Polkamaniacs 

(Polka/Rock) “Snow Miser/Heat Miser"; Soulful Femme (Blues) “Christmas Time is Here’; The Vindys 

(Alt-Rock) “White Christmas”. 

 

CULTURE 
 

Series Title:   Tamburitzans Presents “Symbols” 

Length:          90 minutes 

Airdate:         10/27/2022       7:30:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 

Format:          Documentary          

    

Tamburitzans - Symbols: the Awakening is a celebration of ancestral music and dance from Pittsburgh's 

world-renowned performance ensemble. Filmed live at The Award-winning Pittsburgh Playhouse of Point 

Park University, "Symbols" showcases the beauty and brilliance of Croatian, Georgian, Nordic, Serbian, 

Polish, Italian Bulgarian and Macedonia cultural traditions in an exciting stage show, alive with movement 

and sound. This new program includes behind-the-scenes footage of "The Tammies" on the road and in 

training as they prepare for their demanding stage performances. A PRODUCTION OF WQED 

MULTIMEDIA IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE TAMBURITZANS 2022 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

  



Series Title:   Forgotten/Found 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         10/31/2022       7:30:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 

Format:          Documentary          

    

The tourism industry calls it "ruin porn" - a chic fascination with landmarks in decay. Pennsylvania is filled 

with historic, vacated places just waiting to be explored. To coincide with this growing trend in abandoned 

tourism, WQED visits a few unique, offbeat attractions. Destinations include Eastern State Penitentiary, a 

haunting world of crumbling cell blocks and empty guard towers in Philadelphia; Eckley Miners' Village, 

a coal patch ghost town in Luzerne County; the Carrie Blast Furnace, once the epitome of Pittsburgh 

steelmaking, the site now hosts weddings, film crews and Halloween parties; Pioneer Tunnel Coal Mine in 

Schuylkill County. 

 

 

Series Title:   Christmas Cookie Story, A 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         11/28/2022       7:30:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 

Format:          Documentary          

    

For many Western Pennsylvanians, a day of cookie baking is as celebratory as the holidays. Families gather 

in kitchens throughout the region to mix dough, whip frostings and scatter sprinkles. It's a time to embrace 

ethnic traditions and remember loved ones who handed down now creased and crumbling recipes. This 

holiday documentary features a pizzelle-making church group, gingerbread house artists, one of the area's 

busiest cookie bakeries, and a woman who donates her cookies as a goodwill gesture, and Pittsburgh's 

popular cookie tour. 

 

EMPLOYMENT 
 

Series Title:   Future Jobs: Starting Over 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         10/20/2022       8:30:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 

Format:          Documentary 

      

The coronavirus pandemic is among many reasons that millions of American workers are looking to 

"reskill" or "upskill" as they prepare for different careers. This documentary follows several Western 

Pennsylvanians in various stages of identifying, training, and working in new jobs - all guided by emerging 

trends in the workforce. Among those sharing their stories: an out-of-work DJ who is learning computer 

coding; a nursing student turned heavy equipment operator; formerly incarcerated men currently learning 

the trades; an anthropology student who became an airplane mechanic; a former steelworker now working 

as a nurse. 

 

ENVIRONMENT/NATURE/NATURAL DISASTERS 
 

Series Title:   The Air That We Breathe 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         10/02/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 



Format:          Documentary 

 

Pittsburgh's transformation from the "smoky city" to a leader in "eds and meds" - education and medicine 

-- has remade the region. While the air seems cleaner, the region still gets low marks for air quality.  This 

documentary explores present-day pollution sources, including industrial facilities and diesel emissions that 

threaten some of the region's most marginalized communities including Clairton, Braddock and Manchester 

-- and us all. COVID-19 has only compounded this problem. Learn more about the issues around our air 

quality and meet some of the people fighting for cleaner air. 

 

FAMILY/MARRIAGE 
 

Series Title:   Memories from the Table 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         11/24/2022       8:30:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 

Format:          Documentary     

 

This documentary celebrates our deep connections to food through family, friends and traditions. Featured 

segments include a yearly gathering to make pierogi for Christmas, a student's tribute to the culinary 

delights of her Italian and Hispanic grandmothers, a group of fraternity brothers who conduct an annual 

sausage making event, and more. 

 

 

Series Title:   ...After War 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         11/20/2022       12:30:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 

Format:          Documentary     

 

The media has a strong history of focusing on the challenges of veterans returning to their homes, families 

and workplaces. But all too often, the stories focus on the negative. This documentary focuses instead on 

the positive - showcasing local men and women who've found success after service. Content segments 

include a married couple who started a boxing club for fellow veterans and first responders, a veteran who 

found healing through art, and more.  

 

HEALTH/HEALTH CARE 
 

Series Title:   Hope After Heroin: The Epidemic In Our Backyard 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         10/02/2022       12:00:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 

Format:          Documentary 

 

From 2002 to 2013, heroin-related overdose deaths in the U.S. increased more than 280 percent - and the 

Pittsburgh region hasn't escaped the drug's vicious grip. This documentary explores the problem in Western 

Pennsylvania. People who have experienced addiction - themselves or through a loved one - share their 

stories of struggle, stigma and loss. They also show how they've managed to use their pain as a catalyst for 

change - providing hope for those struggling with the disease of addiction. 

 

 



Series Title:    Starved: Our Food Insecurity Crisis 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         10/02/2022 2:30:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 

Format:          Documentary 

 

More than a million people in Pennsylvania are hungry because they cannot afford or do not have access to 

healthy food. Many others are unsure of how, or where they might get their next proper meal. For some, 

food insecurity is a matter of financial need. But often, entire communities are cut off from proper nutrition 

because there are no grocery stores nearby. These so-called "food deserts" are not the only challenge. Some 

neighborhoods have turned into "food swamps" - with a proliferation of fast-food restaurants and no healthy 

options. Further, the coronavirus pandemic has compounded the problem, creating home isolation and 

limited access to nutritious food. This documentary examine food insecurity as a societal problem, 

identifying the causes and exploring the many ways in which the government, non-profits, farmers and 

individuals are working to bring nutritious meals to the tables of those who need it. 

             

MEDIA 
 

Series Title:   A Very Quick History of An Unusual TV Station 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         10/09/2022       2:00:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 

Format:          Documentary 

 

A fun capsule history of WQED, America’s first community sponsored TV station, with clips and memories 

from Fred Rogers and others. Hosted and produced by Rick Sebak. Edited by Rich Capaldi. 

 

 

Series Title:   What Makes Rick Tick? 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         10/17/2022      7:30:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 

Format:          Documentary 

 

Rick Sebak is a Pittsburgh treasure whose award-winning documentaries have entertained and educated 

local and national viewers for 25 years. As he celebrates this anniversary at WQED, we look back at Rick's 

memorable programs and hear about the stories behind them. Rick talks about his inspiration as a 

filmmaker, while colleagues and fans share their thoughts on Rick's appealing and timeless body of work. 

    

   

Series Title:   Filmmaker's Corner: Amelia and the Ghost 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         10/22/2022       10:00:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 

Format:          Documentary 

 

Host/Producer Minette Seate talks to Steven Haines and Matthew Day of Film Kitchen. The Film Kitchen 

team revisits the shows history and their love of film. Also included: Matthew Day’s “The Movie Theater 

Will Not Reopen”; Little Lake Theater’s “A Ghost Story”; Matthew Fridg’s “Saving Amelia”.  

 



MINORITIES/CIVIL RIGHTS 
 

Series Title:   A Broken System: Health Care Inequity 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         10/10/2022       8:00:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 

Format:          Documentary 

   

Pittsburgh has long boasted its status as "America's Most Livable City." But a closer examination reveals 

deep and troubling health disparities in marginalized communities. For African Americans, inequities 

extend to every facet of health, including lifespan, fetal and maternal death, cancer, and cardiovascular 

disease. Among the region's Hispanic residents and immigrant families, language and geographic obstacles 

make access to health care and insurance a major concern. Challenges for LGBTQIA+ residents include 

stigmatization among health care providers. The transgender community is recently coming into an era of 

increased rights, yet misgendering and societal violence is ever present. For people living with disabilities, 

poverty combined with barriers to top level medical professionals and insurance is a daily struggle. As a 

former industrial city, citizens living in environmentally hazardous areas still face increased risks of asthma, 

cancer, and other illnesses. And so-called food and medical deserts sit squarely in the communities impacted 

the most. In this 30-minute documentary, WQED explores the reasons behind the inequities and introduces 

people working for positive change. 

 

 

Series Title:   Fly Boys: Western Pennsylvania's Tuskegee Airmen 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         11/06/2022       12:00:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 

Format:          Documentary 

             

"Fly Boys: Western Pennsylvania's Tuskegee Airmen" covers the "Tuskegee Airmen Experiment", a 

military experiment to see if Black men were capable of flying complicated engines of war. The airmen 

flew fighter and bomber planes during World War II and were trained at Tuskegee, Alabama. These are the 

stories of the men who lived through the experience as well as from family members who remember them. 

Plus, some white pilots tell how they owe their survival to the heroics of this group of men. The Tuskegee 

Airmen included pilots, navigators, bombardiers, maintenance and support staff, instructors and all the 

personnel who kept the planes in the air. This is not to be confused with the Tuskegee Syphilis Experiment. 

 

 

Series Title:   The Good Fight  

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         11/07/2022       7:30:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 

Format:          Documentary 

 

African Americans have played a role in our country's defense since the American Revolution. World War 

II was no exception. Seventy-five years after the D-Day invasion, WQED shares the stories of WWII 

veterans and war workers - men and women who fought the good fight -- battling racism at home while 

fighting for democracy overseas. With compelling interviews and memorable archives, the documentary 

explores the legacy of these Southwestern Pennsylvanians and their lasting impact on their fellow 

Americans. 

  



RELIGION/ETHICS 
 

Series Title:   Change of Habit  

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         10/3/2022       7:30:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 

Format:          Documentary 

 

This thoughtful documentary profiles the evolving mission and the aging of Pittsburgh-area Catholic nuns. 

While most served in education and health care for generations, they've virtually disappeared from schools 

and hospitals. The average age in most religious orders is now 70-plus. Where are the women working 

now? What is the future for the religious sisters? 

 

 

Series Title:    Filmmaker’s Corner: Sacred and Cookies 

Length:           60 minutes       

Airdate:          10/08/2022     10:00:00 PM 

Service:          WQED 

Format:           Documentary 

 

Host/Producer Minette Seate interviews Jason Cohn, producer/videographer of the Sacred Spaces Tour of 

Wilkinsburg, a film series profiling churches of architectural and social importance in the borough of 

Wilkinsburg. Program also includes television premiere of Beth Rohach’s romantic wedding comedy 

“Cookie Table” directed by Melissa Martin. Featured Films: Sacred Spaces Tour Presents: Christian Church 

of Wilkinsburg. Sacred Spaces Tour Presents: Mulbery Presbyterian. Sacred Spaces Tour Presents: St. 

Mark AME Church. Cookie Table. 

 

SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY 
 

Series Title:   Invented, Engineered & Pioneered In Pittsburgh 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         10/09/2022      12:00:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 

Format:          Documentary 

 

It's a celebration of engineers and innovators in the Pittsburgh region over the past 250 years.  We consider 

accomplishments and improvements of engineers from the eighteenth-century military men who built Fort 

Pitt to the computer engineers who are building robots at Carnegie Mellon University today.  From Ferris 

wheels to computer games, engineers around here have helped create the modern world. 

 

WAR/VET/NATIONAL SECURITY 

 
Series Title:   Behind Enemy Lines: A Pilot's Story of Survival 

Length:          19 minutes, 4 seconds 

Airdate:         10/02/2022       10:41:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 

Format:          Documentary 

    



The last few weeks of World War II in Germany were chaotic. Shot down two weeks before D-Day, P-47 

fighter pilot Wally King experienced the turmoil first-hand. Now 97 and living in New Wilmington, PA, 

Mr. King relives the uncertainty and desperation, along with unexpected moments of humanity. Pittsburgh 

CAPA High School history teacher Kate Harris brings historical perspective to Mr. King's account and 

explains why today's students should listen and learn from his story. 

 

 

Series Title:   Out of the Woods: Battlefields of Western Pennsylvania 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         11/03/2022       8:00:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 

Format:          Documentary 

 

In the mid-1700s, the world's two greatest military powers, France and Great Britain, focused their attention 

on Western Pennsylvania. The French were seeking Native American trade partners in a land of abundant 

natural resources, while the British were looking to colonize. This set the stage for a world war with key 

battlefields in the Pittsburgh region. With stunning photography and fascinating interviews, the 30-minute 

documentary takes viewers to historic sites including Fort Ligonier, Fort Necessity, Fort Pitt, Bushy Run 

Battlefield, Braddock's Battlefield, and historic Hannastown. 

 

WOMEN 
 

Series Title:   Her War, Her Story: World War II 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         11/06/2022       3:00:00 PM 

Service:         APTEX 

Format:          Documentary 

 

Narrated by actress Jane Lynch, HER WAR, HER STORY: WORLD WAR II tells the stories of more than 

two dozen women's experiences during the war. From members of the U.S. Women's Army Corps to the 

civilian witnesses to the war in Europe, this hour-long film shows how women were equal to men in 

patriotism, service and steadfastness in critical moments. Interviewees featured in the film include: U.S. 

Navy codebreaker Julia Parsons; Women's Army Corps MP Lucia Amat; Alba Thompson, aide to General 

Douglas MacArthur; U.S. Army 6888th Central Postal Directory Battalion members Anna Mae Robertson 

and Deloris Ruddock; Auschwitz survivor Anna Arbeiter; Blitz witness Gwendoline Patrino; and Cecile 

Pasquette Osmont, who lived behind Utah Beach on D-Day; among others. 

 

 

Series Title:   WQED Mini Docs: Pittsburgh Women In World War II 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         11/14/2022       7:30:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 

Format:          Documentary 

    

Award-winning mini documentaries from the WQED archives are compiled into this new half-hour 

program. This episode showcases the wartime contributions of Pittsburgh-area women. Scheduled features 

(prior to final edit) include Florence Reynolds (WASP pilot), Lillie Lesesne (WAC nurse), Eleanor Berge 

(WAVE), Eva Turner (WAC), Sally Stephenson (WAVE) and Laurette Smith Cribbins (homefront "Rosie 

the Riveter").     

 



 

YOUTH 
 

Series Title:   All The Marbles 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         10/02/2022       12:30:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 

Format:          Documentary 

    

For decades, Pittsburgh has been a powerhouse for children who play the game of marbles. At a time when 

most children use their thumbs for texting and video games, meet a small but mighty group of kids and 

coaches who use their thumbs to move marbles around a ring - all the while winning crowns, building 

friendships and making lasting memories. 

 

 

Series Title:   Bedtime Story: The Troubling Truth About Teens & Sleep 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         10/24/2022       7:30:00 PM 

Service:         WQED 

Format:          Documentary 

 

According to the National Sleep Foundation, sleep is food for the brain, but too many teenagers are missing 

out on a good night's sleep. That can lead to lower grades, obesity, depression, risk taking, increased 

substance use and car accidents. This half-hour documentary follows leading sleep researchers as they 

create a "sleep hygiene" regime for teenagers - and then follows an innovative experiment at a local high 

school as a select group of teens puts the regime to the test. This program also explores the challenges of 

implementing healthy sleep habits: getting young people to give up their beloved digital devices at bedtime, 

as well as the complications of changing school hours to accommodate the natural sleep patterns that work 

best for a teen's developing brain. 


